
Bus Rental and Rental in the UAE 

Do you need a car to carry dozens of people on a planned or planned trip? The best option is to rent or 

rent a bus. There are different types of buses available for different purposes. You can choose a bus or 

trainer depending on the number of seats and amenities available on the bus. For smaller luggage, one 

can choose smaller buses for larger luggage; you can choose a double Decker or a specified bus. For 

medium loads, one can choose a midi bus or one solid bus. 

 

There are several bus arrangements depending on the equipment on the bus. There are a few that come 

with various categories of buses such as seating (Armrests, recliner or folding table), wardrobe and 

luggage bags, Onboard Washrooms, Onboard Entertainment and a refreshing carrier such as mini fridge 

and Onboard Wi-Fi accessories. Fi. These factors depend on the agencies providing bus rental services. 

You can rent picnic buses, wedding and reception, travel to movie theaters. One can also rent buses by 

school bus or staff bus. The bus rental companies also provide one bakkie and three-ton trucks for hire 

and hire. They can be used to move or move houses, move furniture and goods. 

 

 

These bus rental companies also provide skilled and trained drivers if needed. This facility will reduce 

your car liability. Agencies offer Flexible and Competitive Levels. Famous places where you can find 

these structures are Al Nahda  Sharjah, Al Quoz Industrial 3 Dubai, Sahara Center Dubai UAE,  Deira 

Dubai, Mussafah and  Shabiya Abu Dhabi, Deira Dubai, Rashidiya Dubai, and Al Qusais Dubai. 

 

https://busrentalindubai.com/fleet/
https://busrentalindubai.com/


All clients are eligible for actual bus rental services at a reasonable cost. Listed here is a list of the most 

reliable luxury bus operators and taxi service providers in the UAE. They offer secure shipping services, 

religious groups, travel service, tourist groups, Government, schools, corporate events, airport transfers, 

universities, sports and much more. They have a cab and a bus with a seating capacity from 21 to 55. 

 

The following are the types of cars they offer for rent or lease 

 

Mini Bus - Fully cooler with seat belts suitable for small tour groups up to 20 passengers. They are used 

for travel, shuttle services and airlines 

 

Charter bus - seat belts are offered on request, less expensive, ready to travel a short distance. 

 

Luxury bus - luxury seating suits for long distances fitted with TV, seat belts, toilets, under luggage etc. 

 

How early should we book a rental luxury bus in the UAE? 

 

Luxury buses require pre-booking, or you can book a bus within 24 hours of your trip. Advanced booking 

can offer a discount and you will also be able to choose a bus type and seat numbers. 

 

What are the costs incurred in the bus rental fee? 

 

A separate combo package is available for renting a minivan, renting buses, four seats and renting 16 

seats. It is also advisable to check with bus rental companies. Usually the bus rental fee includes fuel 

costs, driving costs and fees or salik. 

 

 

Can we rent a rental bus without a driver? 

 

https://busrentalindubai.com/
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Most bus rental companies hire their own luxury and rental bus with drivers who have clean car records. 

Drivers are also rigorously tested, background and medical tests are considered safety as a priority. 

 

 

How much does it cost to rent a MiniBus ? 

 

A small bus or van that can accommodate 10 to 15 passengers without luggage is available at special 

company package prices. Depending on the lease term the costs may vary. The cost of renting a minivan 

will probably be AED 600 / day which includes driving, furl and salik fees. 

 

MS Bus Rental and Tour Dubai provide a luxury minibus Minivan hire service in Dubai and across the 

UAE. The luxury executive minibus is perfect for large groups for all occasions. Beautiful  stylish interior 

with large windows and plenty of room for everyone. 

We have special Minibuses that help you to reach your destination on time safely. Our modern fleet is 

maintained by specialist technicians in extensive modern workshops to ensure total safety and 

reliability. 



If you looking are searching for  minibus with driver & fuel  then MS Transport & Bus Rental is proud to 

offer a team of experienced Driver If you’re thinking  about going anywhere with a group, don’t take two 

or three cars  hire a minibus with a driver in DUBAI , UAE  today! 

For more information please contact us, 

Block office 26 Airport free zone Dubai, 

00971554519169 

info@busrentalindubai.com 

gohargca@gmail.com 

https://busrentalindubai.com 


